Create full-bleed booklets on your Xerox® Color 800i/1000i Presses, Xerox® Versant® 2100 Press and Xerox® Versant® 80 Press. The Xerox® 2-Knife Trimmer Module provides a head and foot trim and is designed to work in combination with the Xerox® SquareFold® Trimmer Module. This inline solution produces professional-looking, full-bleed, flat booklets on a relatively small footprint and is perfect for a wide range of on-demand applications.

**Features**
- Provides full-bleed trim for square fold booklets made on the Booklet Maker/Finisher with SquareFold (and Face) Trimmer Module
- Inline solution minimizes operator intervention and ensures booklet integrity
- Operates from a unique interface (no DFA required)
- Produces booklets with up to 25 sheets of 20 lb Bond/80 gsm
- Does not affect productivity and functionality of the booklet maker or impact communication between the booklet making system and printer
- Reliable, robust design
- Trim dimensions can be adjusted quickly and with precision
- Asymmetric trimming option
- Produces booklets up to 3/16” (5 mm) thickness

**Benefits**
- Creates a professional appearance by trimming all three sides of the booklet (whether or not the spine is squared up)
- Easy to use digital display for job setup
- Can store up to 10 job setups in memory
- Designed for long production runs without the need for operator intervention
- Finished booklets are delivered at waist height, eliminating the need for bending to retrieve output
Power Requirements
• 120–230 V
• 50 Hz or 60 Hz
• 100/110/120/127 V 60 Hz

Dimensions
• 59" (1500 mm) length
  27.6" (700 mm) depth
  47.2" (1200 mm) height
  12.6" (320 mm) input height
  28.7" (730 mm) output height

Weight
• 518 lb (235 kg)

Paper Types
• Coated and uncoated

Paper Weights
• 18 lb Bond–110 lb Cover
  (64 gsm–300 gsm)

Cover Weights
• 45 lb Cover–110 lb Cover
  (120 gsm–300 gsm)

Paper Size (min/max)
• 8.5" x 11"/A4 SEF
  (210 mm x 279 mm)—minimum
• 13" x 18"
  (330* mm x 457 mm)—maximum
*finished size 320 mm maximum

Trim Capacity (min/max)
• 5–20 sheet booklet (up to 80 imaged sides) at 24 lb (90 gsm)
• 5–25 sheet booklet (up to 100 imaged sides) at 20 lb (80 gsm)

Cut Amount
• 1/16”–1 3/8” (2–35 mm)
• 0.1 mm increments

Specifications subject to change without notice.

Contact your Xerox representative for details and to find out more about our finishing options.